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Senate Standing Committee on the Library 

Wednesday, October 30, 2015 
10 - 12 pm 

Surrey Campus, Cedar, Room 2110 

A G E N D A  

 
 

1.  Call to Order  ............................................................................................................ Jennifer Au 

2.  Confirmation of Agenda  

3.  Approval of Minutes (March 25, 2015) 

4.  Pending Business 

5.  Chair's Report  .......................................................................................................... Jennifer Au 

6.  Proposed meeting dates: November 25, 2015, February 24, 2016 & April 27, 2016 

7.  University Librarian's Report  ................................................................................Todd Mundle 

8.  University Library Budget  .....................................................................................Todd Mundle 

9.  Items for discussion 

10.  Adjournment 

 
 

 
 
Next Meeting 

TBD 
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c  

MINUTES 

Senate Standing Committee on Library (SSCL) 

Wednesday, March 25, 2015, 10 am 

Surrey, Fir Building, Room 334 

 

Present:  

Wade, Tally / Chair 
Dale, Denise 
Effertz, Vicki 
Hobson, Jane 
Kestler, Ulrike 
McMartin, Kimberley 
Pegg, Brian 
Robertson, Carolyn 
Samwald, Elaine 
Shepherd, John 
Traynor, Chris 

Ex-Officio / Non-voting 

Au, Jennifer / Senate Vice Chair 
Ferreras, Sal / Provost 
Mundle, Todd / University Librarian 

Regrets: 

Lee, Judy 
Mellenger, Debbie 

Guests: 

Button, Steven 

Recorder 

Scanlan, Lori / University Secretariat 
 

1. Call to Order  

The meeting was called to order at 10:07 a.m. 

2. Confirmation of Agenda 

Moved by John Shepherd; seconded by Chris Traynor THAT the Agenda be confirmed. Motion Carried 

3. Approval of Minutes of February 4, 2015 

Moved by Denise Dale; Seconded by Chris Traynor THAT the Minutes of February 4, 2015 be 
approved. Motion Carried 

4. Pending Business 

No items were pending 

5. University Librarian’s Report – Todd Mundle 

No report. 

6. Report from Senate Governance Committee – Jennifer Au/Steven Button 

Steven Button, Chair of the Senate Governance Committee (SGC) shared the conversation 
that occurred at SGC which resulted in the memo forwarded to SSCL. SGC suggested that 
SSCL consider if there is continued value in maintaining the SSCL as a Senate Standing 
Committee. 

The committee had a fulsome discussion raising questions such as: 
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 What changes would result if the proposal for a Faculty of Academic Support and 
Development is successful? Could its Faculty Council fulfill the role the SSCL 
currently supplies to Senate? 

 Would the SSCL fit better as a sub-committee of the Senate Standing Committee on 
Academic Planning and Priorities? 

 Is the mandate of the SSCL still valid, does it serve a governance role and if so 
where should it be positioned? 

The discussion and questions resulted in the following motion: 

Moved by Carolyn Robertson; seconded by Kimberly McMartin THAT the Senate Standing 
Committee on Library wait until further information regarding the formation of a new Faculty 
before determining what the future of the Senate Standing Committee on Library will be.  

 Motion Carried 

7. Items for Discussion 

No items were brought forward. 

8. Adjournment 

The meeting adjourned at 10:38 pm. 



 
 

Todd M Mundle 
University Librarian 

e. todd.mundle@kpu.ca 
t. 604.599.3400 

 

Senate Standing Committee on the Library - University Librarian’s Report 

September 24, 2015  

1) Collection News 

 Increased access and reduced cost for legal reference 
After a thorough assessment and investigation of the current Library collection, student need 
and available products, 14 legal print subscriptions were replaced with 2 comprehensive legal 
databases. This will save the Library over $27,000 in subscription costs while providing improved 
remote and cross-campus access.  This cost avoidance will help offset the continued rising cost 
of the Library’s digital collection due to increasing subscription rates and the dropping value of 
the Canadian dollar. 

 KORA 
Work continues on building KORA. We are in the process of refining procedures and will be 
working them over the next semester to make them as smooth as possible. We’ve contacted 
many faculty to provide content and now have 121 items in the collection which have been 
downloaded over 3000 times in 2015 including download to North America, Europe, Africa and 
Australia in the first two weeks of September. The word is out! 

2) Langley Innovation 

 Innovation@Langley Chapter 1 
We needed to do some minor renovations at the Check Out counter in Langley so we took the 
opportunity to situate the Reference Librarian also at the same counter. A combined service 
point has been implemented at several libraries in Canada and the US. It seemed logical to try it 
out at Langley as the desks were not far apart. We’ve left the existing Reference Desk in place 
and added a few standup workstations there for students to use. If the trial is a success, the 
Reference Desk will be removed and the space re-purposed. .  

 Innovation@Langley Chapter 2 
We’ve combined the reference collection with the general collection of materials in Langley. 
Material in the reference section was not being utilized to any great extent and overall we could 
use the space that the collection was taking up. The collection was weeded and combined with 
over 90% of the previous reference collection materials being able to be signed out now. We’ll 
monitor the use and questions regarding the combined collection and review in a year’s time.  
 

3) Library Systems Updates 

 Library website redesign 
After analyzing assessments from student usability studies, usage statistics and website heat 
map results, we’ve redesigned the Library homepage and some landing pages. Changes include: 

 Only linking high traffic pages to the homepage 

 Adding a Library specific footer for quick reference links 

 Shortening the length of pages reducing the need for scrolling 

 Adding a prominent First Time Here link for new students 

 Implementation of real-time library hours listing on the homepage 
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4) Affecting students 

 Survey 
Completed biennial library survey of students conducted from March 19 to April 2, 2015. Results 
are under review and Library strategic planning and budgetary decisions will in part be 
influenced by the outcomes. 

 New plagiarism badge 
There is now a badge option for the Library’s popular plagiarism tutorial. Using the badge option 
will allow instructors to immediately see if their students have successfully completed the 
tutorial, while also avoiding the need for students to repeatedly work through the tutorial for 
different courses. As these digital badges are open technology, student can also “backpack” 
them to include in their digital lives beyond KPU. 

 Library Award Now Self Sustaining 
Since 2009 Library employees have been raising money to fund a KPU student award. The award 
just reached the $20,000 mark. This total is sufficient enough to generate a $1,000 award which 
will be given to a KPU English student every year in perpetuity. Another award is being planned. 

 New identification cards 
With the introduction of PaperCut and the need for new identification cards, staff at all four 
campuses took the challenge head on pushing through thousands of cards for students and KPU 
employees. Debbie Smith and Ruth Mullane are to be commended for planning out the project 
as it went off relatively problem free and kudos to the circulation staff for taking on the extra 
work with such good humour. 

 
5) Community engagement 

 Reading Link Challenge 2015 
The Library once again hosted Reading Link. Through the school year grade 4 & 5 students read 
and study 6 books, engaging in quiz competitions to test their knowledge of the books. School 
champions go to district competitions, and winners of the district championships go on to 
represent their municipality in the Community Challenge. The Library usually hosts the Fraser 
Valley Community Challenge, but this year we held the Grand Finale at the KPU Langley campus. 
The Grand Finale brings together the top 2 winning teams from North Vancouver, Coquitlam, 
Port Moody, Surrey and Fraser Valley Library districts. Ten teams battled it out in 3 rounds, and 
the winners were the Maple Ridge All Stars. 

 Science Rendezvous 2015 
This year the Library was happy to host Science World in the Library during the KPU Langley 
event. They made oboes out of straw and harmonicas out of Popsicle sticks with all the kids that 
visited. The Library also set up a streaming science video area, featuring programming from our 
Curio database subscription; we also had book displays promoting our collection and put 
together a feature table to display our Seed Library. The library gate count for the day was 500. 

6) KPU Librarian contributions 

 Technical Services & Serials Librarian Linda Woodcock was the recipient of this year's BCCATS 
Technical Services Award. This award recognizes Linda’s long-time service, dedication and 
leadership in the BC Library Cataloguing and Technical Services community as well as her 
extensive RDA (resource description and access) teaching and sharing of expertise across the 
province. 

 Systems, Web and Interlibrary Loans Librarian Caroline Daniels is a founding and current 
member in the BC Campus sponsored BCOER (BC Open Educational Resources) group which is 
dedicated to open access in post-secondary education.  
 
In the 2015 Horizon Report: Library Edition, the BCOER group was mentioned as a “leader” in 
the area of increasing accessibility of research content. The NMC Horizon report examines key 
trends, significant challenges, and important developments in technology for their impact on 



academic and research libraries. It is international in scope.  
 
http://cdn.nmc.org/media/2015-nmc-horizon-report-library-EN.pdf 
 

 
7) University Librarian’s Activities 

KPU meetings included Senate, Academic Council, Council of Deans, President’s Council, Registrar’s 
Search Committee, University Space Committee and the Civic Plaza Working Group among others. 
On May 29 I traveled with Provost Sal Ferreras and the Deans to Victoria to meet with the Ministry 
of Advanced Education. 
 
CRKN Committees – I attended meetings in Ottawa in May for the Board. The Content Strategy 
Committee (responsible for database and journal package licenses) met in Ottawa in April and in 
Vancouver in June and I was also involved in numerous negotiations teleconferences surrounding 
three national licences. The work continues. 
 
COPPUL – I attended a two day meeting in Saskatoon for the Council of Prairie and Pacific University 
Libraries (COPPUL). Day One included a strategic planning session setting direction for 2016-18. Day 
Two was the business meeting for the Council.  
 
eHLbc – Attended Management and Steering Committees of the Electronic Health Library of BC; a 
consortia that provides the academic and health care community of British Columbia with easy 
access to online health library resources. The purpose of the e-HLbc is to support and improve 
practice, education, and research in the health sciences.  I was elected Vice-Chair of the 
Management Committee in May. 

http://cdn.nmc.org/media/2015-nmc-horizon-report-library-EN.pdf
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Review of Library Budget Requests 
Senate Standing Committee on the Library – September 30, 2015 
 

Priority 1: Increased hours - $22,800 Request 

For FY2014-15 the Library, Facilities and Campus Security put in supporting requests for expanding campus 
hours, primarily on the weekend. Continuing funds of around $50,000 had been granted but were withdrawn 
due to the tight fiscal environment the University found itself in. Entering FY2015-16 the Library reviewed the 
now unfunded additional hours in an effort to maintain as many as possible but under a reduced cost. 
Because of the review, some opening and closing hours were adjusted and continuing staff shifts were 
moved from late afternoon/early evening to be part of the closing shifts. This eliminated a significant amount 
of auxiliary costs but not all. This request sets out to get continuing funding for the increased hours. Funding 
is for auxiliary salary and benefits.  
 
Strategic Plan initiative: "Expand initiatives to improve KPU’s recognition and reputation in our 
communities". In increasing hours to correspond with higher use times we will try to get closer to the hours 
students expect in 'established' institutions. This would be especially helpful in recruiting keen high school 
students who need a quiet place to study when their community library is closed and their home 
environment is too loud.  

Strategic Plan Initiative: "Ensure every KPU program of study includes experiential learning that connects 
theory to its application". A very important part of experiential learning and being a part of community (and 
learning to serve a community) is learning to work in groups.  All the libraries have numerous study rooms 
that facilitate group learning.  Of course these study rooms are only available during library hours and it is 
difficult for students to find the time to meet for group work or group learning with limited library hours. 

 

Priority 2: Serials increase - $40,000 Request 

There are a number of external forces that impact the spending capability of the Library. The two main forces 

are price increases for subscription based resources and the rise of the US dollar (USD) relative to the 

Canadian dollar (CAD). The USD impact will be dealt with in a separate budget request. The reality is that for 

almost all of the Library’s subscription based resources (e-journals, databases, streaming videos, print 

journals, etc.) prices go up each year. Even though we participate in academic library consortia which 

significantly reduce our costs, the prices of these resources increase every year, often between 3-7 % and 

some suggest that it could be higher in the future. This amounts to the need for annual increases to our 

materials budget of an additional $40,000 just to keep our current subscriptions. We did receive relief of 

$35,000 in 2013-14 but nothing for 2014-15 and 2015-16. Without additional dollars each year the problem 

compounds.  
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We’ve partially mitigated the problem over the past two years by reviewing our serial subscriptions, 

consolidating print or print/online into online subscriptions and cancelling some low use titles. However, the 

likely shortfall without support will result in insufficient funding to continue to pay for these resources and 

we will have to embark on a more thorough cancellation process which will have significant impact on 

student and faculty access to the information they require to successfully complete their assignments or do 

their job. Students today have expectations that everything they need is at their fingertips. While Open 

Educational Resources will help to reduce the costs in some areas, until the academy makes the culture 

change surrounding OER and accepts that they are good resources, their impact will be reduced.  

For the past 7 years, the University of the Fraser Valley has considered these kinds of resources as part of the 

University’s contractual obligations similar to paying for utilities or wage increases. Such increases are 

awarded as part of their first draw on available budget. We will include this information as part of our ask.  

Strategic Plan connections: this request directly links to at least one goal from two of the three main 

categories; Quality: engaged learners and effective organization; and, Reputation: providing effective 

resources to support recognized teaching and scholarship. 

 

Priority 3: USD Relief - $100,000 Request 

Approximately 90% of our collections budget is affected by the US Dollar (USD) rate. We do receive some 

invoices directly in USD but the majority of our invoices are in CAD that have been translated from a USD 

price. Whether it is a book or a journal or a database or a DVD we purchase very little that is by a truly 

Canadian publisher that is not a subsidiary of an American or European publisher or distributor.  An example 

you may all be familiar with is the list price on the back of a book that lists both a US and Canadian price.  

With approximately $900,000 of our expenditures affected by the exchange rate, in 2014, we lost about 

$126,000 of buying power. At a modest additional 5% loss for 2015, that amount is and additional $45,000. 

Here are some examples of how the USD affects the invoices we end up paying:  

 

MONOGRAPHS – paid in CAD but impacted by USD as book provider is in US 

Program 

Avg. cost / book 
FY2014-2015 

Avg. cost / book 
FY2015-2016 

% increase 

BIOL $52.00 $76.67 47% increase 

ENGL $35.48 $40.92 15% increase 

HLTH $68.54 $91.39 33% increase 
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DATABASE 2014 price 2015 price  

Ibisworld/USD INVOICE $11,000.00 $11,330.00 2.7% increase 

Paid CAD $11,956.62 $13,817.00 15.5% increase 

Real % increase 9% 22% 
exchange 
increase 

 

PERIODICAL 2014 price 2015 price  

Performance Apparel Market/USD $2,460.00 $2,535.00 3% increase 

Paid CAD $2,749.63 $3,269.73 18.9% increase 

Real % increase  12% 29%  
 

DVD 2014 price 2015 price  

New Day Films/USD item invoice $229.00 $281.00 23% increase 

Paid CAD $260.88 $373.34 24% increase 

Real % increase 14% 33%  
 

USD $ Increase from April 2014 to September 2015 (source: Bank of Canada) 

March 31, 2014  1 USD = 1.1000 CAD   

September 30, 2014 1 USD = 1.1200 CAD Change from 1.1000 to 1.1200 1.8% drop in value 

March 31, 2015 1 USD = 1.2666 CAD Change from 1.1200 to 1.2666 13% drop in value 

September 25, 2105 1 USD = 1.3316 CAD Change from 1.2666 to 1.3316 5% drop in value 

  Change from 1.1000 to 1.3316 19.9% drop in value 

 

This past year we helped offset two large invoices by locking into a rate of around $1.255 (CAD for each USD) 

for $61,600 rather than paying the end of September ate of over $1.33 for the entire amount. It “saved” us 

approximately $4000. For the past two fiscal years, the University of the Fraser Valley has helped their 

Library mitigate the cost of the falling CAD by having the Library determine a “reasonable figure for the 

exchange rate” and then provided support based on that. Simon Fraser University purchases USD on behalf 

of the Library to help control costs. These strategies will also be brought forward as part of the budget 

presentation.  
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Strategic Plan connections: this request directly links to at least one goal from two of the three main 

categories; Quality: engaged learners and effective organization; and, Reputation: providing effective 

resources to support recognized teaching and scholarship. 

 

Priority 4: Chairs for students - $35,000 

We need to refresh a number of chairs both in our general library spaces as well as in two of the computer 

labs we oversee. A final number has not been submitted by the Supervisors of each of the branches but we 

are anticipating around 130 chairs need to be replaced along with 6 chairs for the Cloverdale Learning 

Centre. This year we replaced the hydraulic lifts for 35 chairs in the 2nd floor lab in Surrey. This has made 

these chairs useful again but at some point they too will need to be replaced as the seat pans are not overly 

comfortable.  

 

Priority 5: Chairs for staff - $6,500 

Every so often it is time to replace a number of chairs in the work areas of the 4 libraries. Ergonomic chairs 

are now the norm as it has been proven that they prevent several workplace injuries and help avoid more 

costs due to staff sick time. Nine replacement chairs are needed at this time.  
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